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Diğer sayfaya geçiniz.

1. Tom has an assignment and he needs to write what is his plan for the holiday. Read his homework 
and answer the question.

My name is Tom. I will visit my aunt on holiday. She lives in a big city. I miss her. Also I 
am excited because there is a funfair in the city. My aunt will take me there. I want to try 
all the rides. The Ferris wheel is amazing. You can see the whole city, when it goes up. 
There are also a colourful carousel, an exciting roller coaster and a scary ghost train. 
They are very entertaining, but I think the best ride is the bumper car. I will also eat a lot 
of popcorn and watch clowns. I look forward to this holiday.

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the information above?

A) Tom’s favourite ride is the Ferris wheel. B) Tom doesn’t like carousel because it is dull.

C) Tom will visit a relative on holiday. D) Tom is scared of the clowns.

2. Some students are talking about what they 
do in the evenings;

Chloe:  I get back home at 5 p.m. and take 
a nap for an hour. Then, I have 
dinner with my family and help my 
mother clean the kitchen. 

Nate:  I have an online English course at 
6 p.m. every day. It takes half an 
hour. Then, I prepare dinner for 
myself and watch TV. 

Mike:  I usually read a book or go online 
in the evenings. I also write my 
diary before I go to bed. 

Jason:  When I come home, I usually feel 
so tired. That’s why I rest in front 
of the TV for hours. Then, I have 
dinner before I take a shower and 
read a book at 7:30 p.m. 

Which of the following is CORRECT 
according to the information above? 

A) Chloe takes a nap between 5 p.m. and 7 
p.m. 

B) Nate’s English course finishes at half 
past seven. 

C) Mike hates writing a diary before he 
sleeps. 

D) Jason reads a book at half past seven in 
the evenings. 

3. Read the conversation and answer the 
question.

Liam:  Hi Gina. There is a new café next 
to the mall. Ashley says it has 
delicious food for breakfast. -----?

Gina:  Sure, that sounds great.

Liam:  -----?

Gina:  Butter and honey are my favourites. 
I also love pancakes with some 
chocolate.

Liam:  -----?

Gina:  I can’t start my day without a cup of 
coffee.

Liam:  I love coffee, too. See you tomorrow 
morning then.

Gina:  See you, Liam.

Which of the following questions can 
Liam NOT ask Gina in the conversation 
above?

A) What time do you have breakfast on 
weekdays

B) What do you like eating for breakfast

C) Would you like to go there for breakfast 
tomorrow morning

D) What do you like drinking for breakfast
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4. Paula gets an invitation from her best 
friend, Linda. Here it is; 

I’m turning 18!
I want to see you all at my birthday party.
Let me know if you want to come as soon 

as possible.
On May 15

From 5 p.m. to 10 p.m.
At Master Restaurant

PS: There will be a clown, dancing and 
karaoke. We will have lots of fun!

Which of the following DOES NOT have 
an answer in the invitation card? 

A) Where is the party? 

B) How many people want to attend the 
party? 

C) When is the party? 

D) How long does the party take? 

5. A café wants to learn about young 
customers’ beverage choices for breakfast, 
so it conducts a survey. About 100 
teenagers answer the questions and here 
are the results.

tea coffee fruit juice no drinks

%10

%55

%20

%15

Beverages for Breakfast

Which of the following is NOT correct 
according to the graph above?

A) More than ten teenagers don’t prefer 
drinking any beverages.

B) Tea is the most popular drink for 
breakfast.

C) The teenagers like coffee more than 
fruit juice.

D) The least popular beverage is fruit juice.

6. Ellen looks for a new house. She finds two houses for rent. Look at the houses and answer the 
question.

House A House B

Monthly rent 500 € 350 €

Location Downtown Uptown

Rooms 3 bedrooms 5 bedrooms

Garden No Yes

Which of the following is WRONG according to the information above?

A) The house A costs more than the house B.

B) If Ellen wants a big house with lots of bedrooms, she should rent house A.

C) The house B is greener than the house A.

D) If Ellen prefers a quieter place, she can rent the house B.
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7. Peter talks about his hometown. Read his 
speech and answer the question.

Peter:  Hi, I am Peter. My hometown is 
wonderful with its green areas. It is 
quiet and peaceful. There is a river 
near our house. Our animals drink 
water from it. We grow many fruits 
and vegetables. My hometown 
isn’t crowded. There are only a 
few houses and some barns. I love 
living here in nature.

Which of the following shows Peter’s 
hometown according to the information 
above?

A) B)

C) D)

8. Özge and her friends are going on a holiday. 
Here is her suitcase for the holiday.

Which of the following is WRONG 
according to the visual above?

A) They are going somewhere warm and 
sunny.

B) They need warm clothes for their 
holiday.

C) The holiday destination has a cold 
weather.

D) This can be a winter holiday.

9. Gary prepares a chart about how he and his friends feel in some weather conditions. Look at the 
chart and answer the question.

Gary Sleepy Happy Depressed Scared
Victoria Anxious Energetic Happy Moody
Deniz Moody Excited Sleepy Nervous
Lana Happy Cheerful Nervous Sleepy

According to the information above, we CANNOT say that ---.

A) on sunny days, Gary and his friends feel positive

B) Lana feels better than her friends when it snows

C) only Victoria enjoys rainy weather

D) Gary doesn’t get scared when it is windy
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TEST BİTTİ. CEVAPLARINIZI KONTROL EDİNİZ.

10. Read the conversation and answer the question.

William:  I am so excited. Look at all these rides. Which one do you want to try first?

Jane:  I want to try the carousel. It is so colourful and fun. It looks entertaining.

Monica:  I want something more exciting. The roller coaster is fast and crazy. I need to try it.

Ted:  I want to try the bumper cars. I think they are funny. What about you William?

William:  Oh, I agree with you, Ted. They look fun! I’ll get the tickets.

According to the conversation above, we CANNOT say that ---.

A) they want to try the same ride at the funfair

B) Ted and William like the bumper cars

C) Monica chooses roller coaster because it is exciting

D) Jane thinks carousel is entertaining 
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1. Pınar talks about how the weather was in her hometown yesterday. Read her speech and answer 
the question.

Pınar:  Hi, I am Pınar. I like sunny days. I feel great when it is warm. I also like snow. We are in 
winter, so it is generally snowy here. Yesterday my sister and I made a snowman when it 
was snowing. It was cold, but we wore our gloves and coats. We used a carrot as a nose 
and I put my hat on its head. We had so much fun.

Which of the following weather forecasts shows the weather condition of Pınar’s 
hometown?

A)

C)

B)

D)

2. You see some information about Jim and Kelly below.

Jim Kelly

gets up at 7:30 a.m. gets up at 10:30 a.m. 

has breakfast at 7:45 a.m. has breakfast at 10:45 a.m. 

goes to school at 8:15 a.m. goes to school at 11:30 a.m. 

joins a basketball course at 12:30 p.m. takes a guitar course at 3:30 p.m. 

gets back home at 3 p.m. gets back home at 5 p.m. 

We can understand from the information above that -----. 

A) Jim gets up really late and has breakfast 

B) Kelly goes to school before she has breakfast 

C) Jim attends a sports course before he gets back home 

D) Kelly arrives home, and then she plays the guitar 
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3. Read the dialogue and answer the question.

Ann:  Good morning, mom. 

Mother:  Good morning, honey. I am 
making an omelette for breakfast. 
Do you want some?

Ann:  ------- It looks delicious.

Mother:  That’s good. Let’s set the table 
and have a great breakfast.

Which of the options CANNOT be Ann’s 
answer to her mother?

A) Sorry, I am not hungry.

B) I can’t say no to this!

C) Of course, I do.

D) Why not?

4. Nichole wants to invite her friends for 
breakfast. She sends a message to her 
friends’ group. Here are the answers.

Hey guys! I am preparing an amazing 
breakfast. There is a lot of delicious 
food. I have butter, honey, olives, jam 
and cheese. I also make pancakes 
that you can eat with the jam. I am 
making my famous omelette. What 
about joining me and starting your 
day with a big breakfast?

Nichole

I’d love to come, but I need to see my 
dentist. Have fun!

Chuck

Tracy

Sorry dear, I can’t join you. Maybe 
next time.

Fred

That sounds great. I’ll get bagels on 
my way there. See you in twenty 
minutes guys.

Maria

Oh, I love your omelette! I will be there 
in ten minutes.

Who refuses Nichole’s invitation with 
an excuse according to the messages 
above?

A) Maria B) Chuck

C) Tracy D) Fred
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5. Claire and her family are having a barbecue 
party. Here is a picture of them.

Which of the following statements is 
WRONG according to the picture above?

A) Claire and her mother are watching her 
father.

B) Claire’s grandfather is taking a photo.

C) Claire’s father is grilling the food.

D) Claire is sitting at the table.

6. Janice is a teacher at a secondary school. 
She wants to learn where her students 
want to live. She prepares a survey and 
100 students answer the questions. Here 
are the results.

Where to Live

0
10
20
30
40
50
60

village downtown uptown

According to the graph above, we 
CANNOT say that ---.

A) thirty students want to live uptown 

B) twenty students prefer city life

C) living downtown is the most popular 
answer

D) half of students want to live in a village

7. Here are some cities and their weather 
conditions.

23˚C 27˚C 16˚C

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES CHICAGO

Which of the following is WRONG 
according to the information above?

A) People in New York need to take their 
umbrellas when they go out.

B) Los Angeles is hotter than the other 
cities.

C) It is cloudy in Chicago and it is colder 
than the other cities.

D) People need to wear their gloves and 
coats in Los Angeles.

8. Oliver:  -----?

Lisa:  Yes, I like funfairs. I think they are 
funny.

Oliver:  -----?

Lisa:  It is carousel. I love it.

Oliver:  -----?

Lisa: Because it is amazing and colourful.

Which of the following CANNOT 
complete the conversation above?

A) When is the funfair

B) Do you like funfairs

C) What is your favourite ride

D) Why do you like it
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TEST BİTTİ. CEVAPLARINIZI KONTROL EDİNİZ.

9. Look at the table below and answer the question.

Ferris wheel Carousel Roller coaster Ghost train Bumper cars

Kylie boring dull exciting thrilling funny

John dull fun amazing exciting entertaining

Alice horrible exciting terrifying frightening boring

Which of the following is WRONG according to the information above?

A) Alice doesn’t like the rides at a funfair except for carousel.

B) John has a great time at a funfair because he likes all the rides.

C) Kylie gets excited when she rides the roller coaster. 

D) None of them likes the Ferris wheel.

10. Read the conversation and answer the question. 

Teacher:  Hey, kids. Today, I want you to talk about your daily routines. Who wants to talk about 
hers/ his? 

Kate:  Umm... I get up at seven o’clock in the mornings. I take a shower and get dressed 
before I have breakfast. I leave home at ten past eight and wait for the school bus. It 
usually arrives at quarter past eight. Then, I come to school and my classes start at 
twenty to nine. 

Teacher:  Thank you, Kate. What about the evenings? 

Kate:  I have dinner and watch TV. I help my parents in the kitchen. Then, I go online and 
sleep. 

Which of the following time IS NOT related to the conversation above? 

A) C)B) D)
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1. You see some information about Ted’s plans for Monday.

Visiting 
grandparents

Taking the dog 
for a walk

Watering the 
flowers

Seeing a movie with 
friends

Between 3 p.m. 
and 4 p.m.

Between 4:10 p.m. 
and 5 p.m.

Between 5:15 p.m. 
and 5:45 p.m.

Between 6 p.m. 
and 8 p.m.

We can understand from the information above that Ted DOESN’T want to ---.
A) be with his grandparents at half past three in the afternoon

B) watch a film alone between six and eight o’clock in the evening 

C) take his pet for a walk at ten past four in the afternoon

D) take care of the plants at quarter past five in the afternoon 

2. Sarah, Mike, Simon and Alice are talking about their breakfast choices.

Sarah

Simon

Mike

Alice

I like eating olives, butter, honey and 
jam at breakfast. I prefer drinking 
orange juice.

I like sweet things at breakfast. I 
usually eat pancakes with jam or 
chocolate.

Bagels with cheese are my favourites 
for breakfast. I only drink tea in the 
mornings.

I prefer a quick breakfast, so I have a 
croissant with my coffee in the 
mornings.

According to the information above, we CANNOT say that ---.
A) Alice doesn’t have nutritious food at breakfast

B) Mike doesn’t prefer drinking milk at breakfast

C) when you make some pancakes, you can invite Simon

D) Sarah has unhealthy breakfast choices

3. Read the speech bubble and answer the question.

Jane

Hi, I am Jane. I will go on a holiday next month. I look for places, but I can’t decide. I 
have a very busy and tiring job, so I want a relaxing and peaceful place. I like seaside, 
but this time I want to be in the nature. I want to spend time with local people. It would 
be great if I help them pick up fruits and vegetables. I also want to help them with the 
animals. I need to be away from crowded and noisy places.

Which of the following locations CAN Jane spend her holiday?

A) B) C) D)
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4. Cindy:  -----?

William:  I prefer living uptown.

Cindy:  -----?

William:  I think it is better than downtown because it is safer and more peaceful. Also it is 
cheaper than downtown. I love living in here. 

Cindy:  -----?

William:  Yes, downtown is definitely more crowded than uptown.

Which of the following CANNOT complete the dialogue?

A) Do you like living downtown  B) Which one do you prefer; downtown or uptown

C) What do you think about living uptown D) Do you think downtown is crowded

5. Yiğit is describing the weather in his hometown today. Read his speech and look at the weather 
conditions of four different cities. Guess his hometown. 

Yiğit:  Hi, I am Yiğit. It is usually sunny in summer, but it is partly cloudy today. It is also very hot 
in here. I don’t go out in the afternoon because the temperature is dangerously high around 
two o’clock. I try to protect myself with sunglasses, hat or sunscreen.

Istanbul Şanlıurfa Antalya Samsun

Where does Yiğit live according to the information above?
A) Istanbul B) Şanlıurfa C) Antalya D) Samsun

6. Ray wants to learn about how the students in his school feel in cold weathers. He conducts a 
survey and 100 students answer the questions. Here are the results. 

%50

%15

%10
%25

moody sleepy anxious happy

Cold Weather

Which of the following is CORRECT according to the graph above?

A) Less than twenty-five students feel happy in cold weather.

B) More than half of the students feel moody when it is cold.

C) The least popular answer is being sleepy in cold weather.

D) Only ten students feel anxious when it is cold.
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7. 

There is a funfair coming to your hometown. 
Look at the poster and answer the question.

Which of the following questions 
DOESN’T have an answer in the poster?
A) How much does a ticket cost?

B) Where is the funfair?

C) What time does the funfair open?

D) When is the last day of the funfair?

8. Maria and her 
cousin, Jack are at 
the funfair. Read the 
conversation and 
answer the question.

Maria:    Oh, this is so fun. This carousel is 
amazing. What do you think, Jack?

Jack:      I agree with you. This is great, but 
I want to try the ghost train. Do you 
want to come?

Maria:    No, I don’t like the ghost train. ----
------------.

Jack:      Really? That’s OK. We can try 
another ride, then.

Maria:    That’d be great. I know you like 
roller coaster, let’s go!

Which of the following CANNOT 
complete the conversation above?

A) I think it is thrilling

B) It is frightening and horrible

C) I hate scary things

D) I think it is terrifying

9. Tom is a teacher and he wants to learn his students’ birth dates.

Tom:  Hey guys, I wonder your birth dates. When were you born?

Fiona:  I was born on the twenty-second of May, twenty ten.

Jake:  Today is my birthday! I was born on the fourteenth of April, two thousand and eight.

Rose:  I am younger than you. I was born in twenty eleven. My birth date is the twentieth of 
September. 

Which of the following is NOT mentioned in the conversation above?
A) B) C) D)

2011
SEPTEMBER

20 22 4 14

2010
MAY

2018
APRIL

2008
APRIL
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TEST BİTTİ. CEVAPLARINIZI KONTROL EDİNİZ.

10. Sandy and her friends look for a job. There is a job advert on the Net. Look at the advert and 
decide who can apply for it.

WE ARE HIRING!
We are looking for a person who is 
experienced in designing different 

hairstyles. S/he must be excellent at 
cutting and dying hair. If you want to join 

our team, contact us via
goldenscissors@tmail.com!

Sandy and her friends;

Sandy Fred

Priya Brad

Who CAN apply to the job advert above according to the images?

A) Sandy B) Priya C) Fred D) Brad
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1. A teacher asked 100 students about their 
favourite after-school activities. Here are 
the results; 

reading a book

playing football

riding a bike

watching a film

%25%25

%35
%15

Which of the following is CORRECT 
according to the results above? 

A) Cycling is very popular for the students. 

B) Nobody likes doing team sports. 

C) Half of the students like seeing a movie. 

D) Most of the students enjoy reading 
books. 

2. Wendy took notes of her family members’ 
birth dates. Here they are; 

 

Which of the following years IS NOT 
related to the birth dates of Wendy’s 
family members? 

A) Nineteen seventy-five 

B) Nineteen eighty-six 

C) Nineteen ninety-five 

D) Two thousand and two 

3. Kate and her friends are at a café right 
now. Read the dialogue and answer the 
question.

Kate:  Let’s order! How about a cup of 
coffee and a muffin? I always order 
these here.

Tim:  Yes, that sounds great. 

Julia:  I only want coffee. I don’t like 
muffins.

Gary:  I agree with Julia. Muffins are my 
least favourite food.

Brian:  I prefer healthy food and drinks, so 
I want fresh orange juice.

Lisa:  I agree with Tim, that’s a good idea 
Kate. 

According to the dialogue above, it is 
TRUE that ----.

A) Gary and Tim order the same food and 
drink

B) Brian orders some nutritious food

C) Lisa, Tim and Kate order some coffee 
and muffins

D) Julia loves muffins, so she orders one
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4. Read the speech bubble and answer the question.

Mike
I love having breakfast. I get up early and prepare a big breakfast every 

morning. My favourite food is omelette. I also make some pancakes. I like 
them with jam. I prefer drinking milk for breakfast. My sister, Jill doesn’t have 

enough time for breakfast on weekdays, so she doesn’t join me.

Which of the following is WRONG according to the information above?

A) Mike always has breakfast in the mornings.

B) Mike’s favourite food is made with eggs.

C) Mike likes milk for the breakfast.

D) Mike has breakfast with his sister every morning.

5. Read the conversation below and answer the question.

Sally:  Hi, Ronald. I would like to visit you this weekend if it is OK for you.

Ronald:  Of course, it would be great. We can spend some time together. 

Sally:  I am really curious about your hometown. What can you say about it?

Ronald:  Well, I live downtown. There are busy streets here. Sometimes there is a traffic jam. 
It is crowded. I like living here. There are lot of places to go. Cafés, shopping malls, 
restaurants etc. You can do everything you want. There are a lot of options. You can 
go shopping and then watch a movie at the cinema. You can have drinks with your 
friends and taste all kinds of food in the restaurants. There is also a gym near our 
apartment, so you can exercise. I am sure you will love here.

Which of the following places is NOT mentioned in the conversation above?

A) B) C) D)

6. Read the conversation and answer the question.

Hannah:  Do you know there is a carnival in the city?

Fiona:  Yes. My father got tickets for us. My family and I are going there tomorrow.

Rita:  I think carnivals are noisy and crowded. I don’t like them.

Susan:  I want to go to the carnival. Shall we go together, Hannah?

Hannah:  Great idea!

Who expresses her opinion in the conversation above?

A) Hannah B) Fiona C) Rita D) Susan
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7. Barney lives in Seattle, Washington. He wants to plan his week according to the weather forecast. 
Here is the list of his plans and weekly weather forecast.

My plans…

• studying in the library

• going on a road trip

• going on a picnic

• jogging in the park

Which of the following is WRONG according to the information above?

A) Barney can go on a picnic on Sunday because it is sunny and warm.

B) Barney can go jogging in the park on Thursday because it is warm.

C) Barney shouldn’t go on a road trip on Saturday because it is foggy and it can be dangerous.

D) Barney can study in the library on Wednesday because it is rainy and it is better to stay inside.

8. Jeremy prepares a survey about how teenagers feel when they get on the Ferris wheel. 50 girls 
and 50 boys answer the questions. Here are the results;

0

5

10

15

20

25

bored

boys girls

happyscared excited

Which of the following is WRONG according to the graph above?

A) Most of the girls feel happy when they get on the Ferris wheel.

B) Boys like the Ferris wheel more than girls.

C) Same number of boys and girls thinks the Ferris wheel is frightening.

D) Most of the boys feel bored when they get on the Ferris wheel.


